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Strengthening Christian Schools Through
Service, Community, Advocacy and Vision
by Henry Contant
Try capturing in one sentence the purpose for the existence of your Christian school.
It’s not easy! Yet, that’s what every organization’s mission statement ought to do.
This has been the challenge for our SCSBC community this past year as we embarked
on a process of developing a new strategic plan. The process began by asking those
important fundamental questions. What is the reason for the existence of the
Society of Christian Schools in British Columbia? What, ultimately, is our purpose?
What is our stated mission and how does SCSBC achieve it?
Through member surveys, discussions at our annual general meeting, individual
and school submissions, and many discussions at the SCSBC board and staff level,
our community has tried to articulate SCSBC’s mission into one concise, clear, and
complete statement. Simply put, the purpose for our existence as an organization
is to strengthen our Christian schools. Ultimately we believe our schools should be
stronger, more effective, and more faithful to God and their own mission because
of their membership within SCSBC.
Strengthening Christian schools through service, community, advocacy, and vision
is the draft mission statement that has emerged thus far. Having served on staff
at SCSBC for the past sixteen years, I fully understand and embrace the four key
concepts that bring expression to the purpose and task of SCSBC.
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seeking to do collectively what no school could or should do individually

Strengthening Christian Schools Through
Service
Each of you should use whatever gift you have received
to serve others, as faithful stewards of God’s grace in its
various forms. If anyone serves, they should do so with
the strength God provides, so that in all things God may
be praised through Jesus Christ. 1 Peter 4:10-11 NIV
Service is a key concept in the life of a Christian. SCSBC is called
to serve our schools. We are called to serve, following the
example of Jesus Christ whose life and actions were of unselfish
service to others.
SCSBC serves:
yy school boards, board chairs, committee members
yy superintendents, principals, vice-principals
yy coordinators, teachers, support staff
yy business managers, development directors, administrative
assistants

Community
… then make my joy complete by being like-minded,
having the same love, being one in spirit and of one
mind. Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit.
Rather, in humility value others above yourselves, not
looking to your own interests but each of you to the
interests of the others. Philippians 2:2-4

SCSBC schools live in community.
This vision changes our perspective
from “What’s in it for our school?”
to “What’s in our school for the
benefit of the greater Christian
school community?”
Scripture calls us to live in community, a powerful image in
a world that is becoming increasingly individualistic. SCSBC
schools also live in community. This vision changes our perspective from “What’s in it for our school?” to “What’s in our school for
the benefit of the greater Christian school community?” SCSBC
is committed to being a catalyst that brings people together,
so that we can learn from each other, support each other,
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encourage each other, share best practices with each other, and
live in community together.
SCSBC is committed to bringing our Christian school community
together. The staff team has countless touch points with board
chairs, board and committee members, superintendents, principals, coordinators, teachers, support staff, business managers,
development directors, secretaries and parents.
These come through regional principal meetings, regional board
training sessions, superintendent’s round table, leadership
conferences, early learning conferences, finance and development conferences, focus days for groups such as learning
leaders, curriculum coordinators, special education/learning
assistance coordinators, early learning staff, music teachers,
librarians, Bible teachers, middle school teachers, workshops
dealing with curriculum design, technology, distributed
learning, financial management, charitable tax receipting, international education – just a few expressions of working and living
in community.

Advocacy
This is what the LORD says: “Maintain justice and do
what is right.” Isaiah 56:1
SCSBC is called to be an advocate and seek justice for our
schools. SCSBC does that politically through our joint efforts
with FISA-BC as it seeks justice for the parental rights of parents
for choice in education. SCSBC advocates for our rightful share
of the federal and provincial tax dollars allocated towards
education, and particularly for the rights of those with special
needs and learning disabilities.
SCSBC advocates for our schools with the Ministry of Education
and the Office of the Inspector of Independent Schools with
respect to issues around school inspections, teacher certification, teacher discipline, and the right to uphold our religious
freedoms and teach our curriculum from a distinct biblical
perspective. It advocates for schools and parents with Canada
Revenue Agency with regards to challenges to our right to issue
charitable tax receipts for that portion of our education deemed
“religious.”
SCSBC advocates for the rights of employers and employees,
seeking justice through processes of facilitation, mediation, and
arbitration. It seeks justice for parents through the Office of the
SCSBC Ombudsperson. It provides many policies and templates
for HR issues and legal contracts built on the principles of
biblical justice, due diligence and procedural fairness.
SCSBC secures legal counsel on behalf of school boards in the
shaping of policies, legal documents, and advice to schools.

Service, Community, Advocacy and Vision
Vision
Where there is no vision, the people perish. Proverbs 29:18a KJV
The sons of Issachar who had understanding of the times,
to know what Israel ought to do. 1 Chronicles 12:32 NKJV
SCSBC is also called to be visionary. We are called to be like the
sons of Issachar, to understand the times our Christian schools
are currently living in, and then know what our biblical response
ought to be. SCSBC must be proactive, to see things and understand things that will affect our schools in the future.
Dr. Barrett Mosbacker put it this way, “The role of the leader is
to do his or her best to peer over the horizon seeking to understand the trends and events that will affect our students, our
families, and our schools so that we can position them to serve
Christ effectively this century.”
SCSBC has a responsibility to safeguard the distinctives of
Christian education, namely that it remains Christ-centered,
student-oriented, teacher-guided, and community-connected.
SCSBC is visionary in that it continually asks the question, “How
do schools remain biblically relevant in changing times?” Will
Richardson stated, “If you are comfortable with education today,
you are not paying attention.”1 What should SCSBC be paying
attention to?
It’s been said that leaders don’t have to know all the answers,
but they better be asking the right questions. SCSBC is helping
schools consider many questions.
yy What should curriculum design look like for the 21st century
learner?
yy What educational paradigm shifts are happening?
yy How do we articulate our Christian distinctives in new and
fresh ways?
yy How does pedagogy shift from learning information to
learning to learn?
yy How does a curriculum shift from one-size-fits-all to personalized learning?
yy How does instruction shift from “testing to assess” to
“assessing to learn”?
yy How do we move students from classroom learning to
lifelong learning?
yy How is globalization affecting education?
yy What is a biblical approach to the early learning years?
yy What does play-based learning mean?
yy How can technological tools enhance student learning?
yy What new governance structures will better serve our
schools?
yy What best practices should school implement?
1

www.willrichardson.com

yy Anticipating future issues, what policies should our schools
be adopting?
yy How will changing demographic trends affect our schools?
yy What should long term financial planning look like?
yy How do we keep Christian education affordable for future
generations?
SCSBC strives to be visionary in keeping the above questions
and the issues they represent in front of our school leaders.

The role of the leader is to do
his or her best to peer over the
horizon seeking to understand
the trends and events that will
affect our students, our families,
and our schools so that we can
position them to serve Christ
effectively this century.
Through LINK newsletter articles, e-bulletins, presentations,
reviews, workshops; conferences, sharing of best practices,
research, professional development opportunities, connecting
with other educational communities, staying in tuned with the
BC Ministry of Education initiatives, and Christian education
discussions provincially, nationally and internationally, SCSBC
staff endeavor to be visionary.
Each school ought to consider the following questions:
yy Is your school fully utilizing the services that SCSBC
provides to strengthen your school in achieving it’s mission?
yy Does your school understand its call to live in community?
Does your school experience stronger community because
of its membership in SCSBC?
yy Is SCSBC an effective advocate for justice for your school
community?
yy Is SCSBC helping your school to be visionary and understand the times it lives in?
Strengthening Christian schools through service, community,
advocacy and vision. We trust SCSBC is living our mission.
Keep challenging us to do so!
Henry Contant (contant@twu.ca)
is the SCSBC Executive Director
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On Which Side of Which Digitial

It depends, of course. Yet ...
Once upon a time there was nothing to click,1
flick or swipe.
Enter Microsoft and Apple.
Then, for the fourth time in Western civilization, the
cultural bedrock shifts, twists and shakes, creating
tsunamis of change that wash over us as we strive
to maintain our footing on a swaying hinge of
history.2 Ubiquitous CPU’s, laptops and tablets
flood into every nook and cranny of our lives. Very
few, if any, of us are immune to their abundant
blessings and considerable curses. The enormous
surge creates canyons and chasms among us, with
suspension bridges that sway above the void.
As the surge continues to flow forward into this
decade, the original digital divide continues to
morph into new gorges of separation.
We definitely aren’t in Kansas anymore!

Made popular by US President Clinton in the mid-1990’s, the phrase
“digital divide” originally described the growing chasm between
those who didn’t have (or chose not to have) access to a personal
computer and those who did. Those without access may have
been held back by computer costs, by reluctance to embrace an
unknown change, or by the intentional decision not to incorporate this emerging technology into their lives and into their
children’s schooling. Schools without access provided their
classrooms with chalk or dry-erase markers, black or white
boards, overheads, truckloads of paper, pencils, duplicating machines and World Book’s latest yearbook.
The Gestetner printed the school directory and
newsletters, which were collated and stapled
by office staff and volunteers. Homes without
access visited the local library for reference
and fiction, wrote letters in cursive, and
used Canada Post.
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By the middle of the last decade, computer and internet access grew exponentially. The CPU and the bulky,
TV lookalike monitor were becoming ubiquitous, not only in homes, but also in schools. Before this century,
who would have envisioned schools needing square footage for banks of computers, investing in servers and
stringing kilometers of network cable? This growth created a new divide, not one of accessibility, but one of
literacy.
Whether at home or at school, there were those who soon realized that the shiny, humming metal gadgets
and gismos required the need for a new language, a new literacy. Digital fluency was required. But fluency
took commitment; its antecedents were a willingness to learn and a productivity dip. So some settled on a
very limited computer repertoire: using a word processing program only at its very basic level, just receiving
and replying to emails, and hesitantly entering the WWW. Step-by-step instructions on how to access and
navigate within these few programs were painstakingly written on paper for constant reference. When
the reluctant decision was made once again to venture into the digital unknown, the fear of hitting the
wrong button, the frustration of getting lost within the maze of web pages, or the shock of inappropriate pop-ups quickly sent them scrambling back to the world of newspapers, paperbacks and rotary
phones. There was no joy in being a digital immigrant. Learning the language was too hard!
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Now a new gorge has yawned—“a social media-participation divide.”4
Today, many parents and teachers have slowly and steadily increased their computer competencies and
strengthened their growing digital literacy with the hope that they would be almost current. Yet, even with
their learning curve, they remain in a Web 1.0 world, a Learning 1.0 world. Their computer and internet use
is limited to a personal and individualistic foray into a mushrooming digital world that seemingly provides
apps for every facet of life. They selectively navigate in this world for their own personal purposes. They are
somewhat comfortable with PayPal mediating transactions, with their use of online banking, or connecting
their classroom CPU to ceiling-fixed video projector. Their faraway grandchildren necessitate knowing Skype.
Yet, computers and the internet are only necessary accessories, only add-ons to their living, learning,
playing, socializing, and working in the real world.

4

Another version of this article is
available in the February 2012 issue
of the Christian Educators Journal
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Divide Are You?

It depends, of course. Yet …

by Bill de Jager

95

Did you dare to traverse the swaying suspension bridge of access? If you found yourself on this side
of the digital canyon during the mid 90’s, do you remember the first computer you purchased? A
Commodore 64? A Microsoft PC? With those computers came the fabulous 5 ¼ inch floppy discs, the joys
of trying to install software, and the wonders of dial-up, which allowed you to enjoy supper around the
dining room table with your family while an insignificantly small file ever so slowly downloaded to your
“massive” hard drive and was finally accessible after you had done the dishes. Then perhaps a little Pong,
Pac-Man or Donkey Kong to while away the remaining evening hours.
There was definitely a feeling of knowing you were a “have”, not a “have-not”. You were embracing the
inevitable cultural change that Microsoft and Apple were creating. With smug flourish, you relentlessly foisted the advantages of your latest computer conquest upon your “have-not” friends, family,
colleagues, and students. Perhaps it was with more subdued relish than that, but still, you were eager
to be part of a brave new world, “boldly going where no ….” As you made the shift from 5 ¼” to 3
½” floppies, you could feel yourself moving at warp speed away from pre-computer people.

But a wave of immigration moved beyond the shoreline basics of the new digital world and
ventured into its unknown wilderness, eager to explore its dangers, opportunities, culture and
language. Some of those pioneers seemed to have no difficulty with the language; it came to them
intuitively. Others were tenacious, willing to suffer the initial frustrations of entering a new culture,
shedding their accent with stubborn resolve, and continually enlarging their new vocabulary.
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This new world provided them with programs far beyond email, MS Works, and the WWW. These
settlers mastered page layout programs, the creation and use of databases, digital spreadsheets,
accounting programs, PowerPoint, Paint, desktop operating systems, and even hypertext markup
language for websites, just to name a few. Then they mastered the program upgrades and new
programs, all the while incrementally embedding a digital literacy within their language repertoire. They became “the literati in a world where literacy has become ‘digiteracy.’ ”3

Others, including many of our students, have migrated once again, moving into the new world of social
media – working, socializing, playing, learning, and living the majority of their hours in the “cloud.” They are
“facile with Web 2.0 tools, including wikis, blogs, micro-blogs, Twitter, linking, tagging, podcasting, forums,
video sharing, vlogs, Drupal-based group blogs, social bookmarking and virtual worlds such as Second
Life.” 5 Social components within the cloud include Facebook, Linkedin, Wikipedia, eBay, Craigslist and even
Groupon. Much of their social life, and more, is transacted between a laptop, cell phone or tablet screen.
Welcome to the new public arena; say hello to Learning 2.0.
On which side of which digital divide are you?
Given the three distinct sides that have formed in the past two decades, where would you
say you mostly live – completely outside the digital world? Where your computer is
a neccesary accessory and your digital fluency continues to improve? Within the social
media cloud, highly conversant in digiteracy and purchasing “real estate” in cyber suburbia?
continued on page 6
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continued from page 5

Periodically, some may go back across the bridges to enter
cyber-rest – a time and place where no pixels and passwords
can clamor for their attention, a time to be still and know God
in deeper intimacy, a time to delight in the non-digital world of
dirt, dahlias, and face-to-face discussions. Others may develop
habits of digital balance, restricting themselves to limited living
in the cyber world. Some may traverse carefully back and forth
with fluidity, unsure of how to come to terms with their nagging
questions about where this expanding and imposing digital
culture is taking them.
Yet … This latest social-media-participation divide may be of more
significance than we realize, for it may have deep ramifications for
Christian education – as parents, as teachers and as students. The
current divide forces us to wrestle with some questions:
1. What are the limits and benefits to Christian education if parents,
teachers, or students live completely outside the digital world?6 Live
with their computers as necessary accessories? Live mostly within
the social media cloud?
2. If Christian education exists to help our students to explore and
experience what it means to be disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ,
what cyber explorations and digital experiences should be offered to
nurture discipleship growth?
4. To what extent should we be recognizing digital technology and
social-media-participation in the cloud as enablers towards a richer
educational pedagogy?
5. “Do kids need Google? Can kids learn math better from a teacher
than an iPad? What good is an education if a child can’t learn how
to use a physical dictionary? … The answer to these questions is no.
Kids do not need Google, a great math teacher is much better than
an iPad app, and it’s important that kids know what a book is…
Let’s rephrase the question: Am I doing my child [or my students] a
service or disservice by not allowing a component of their education
to include computers, technology and connectivity? … So, while
some may think it’s important to keep technology away from our
kids for as long as possible, I’m open to arguments that it’s not an
all-or nothing proposition.”7
6. Cognizant of the side in which you mostly live, what are the
shortcomings but also the insights that you inherently bring to the
conversation about any of the above questions?

Considered moving?
Bill de Jager (bill.dejager@twu.ca) is the SCSBC
Director of Learning focusing on Middle and High School

Footnotes
1
Taken from Dr. Jason Ohler’s keynote address at the Tech-It-Up! International Conference,
Kamloops, BC, Oct 22, 2009.
2
Taken from Brian McLaren’s address at the Christian Principals Association of British
Columbia conference, April 19, 2007. He suggested four historical hinges of change:
invention of writing, the fall of Rome, the printing press and the computer.
3
Richard Rapaport, The New Literacy:Scenes from the Digital Divide, http://www.edutopia.
org/digital-generation-divide-literacy
4
Richard Rapaport, The Ultimate School Reform, http://www.edutopia.org/
digital-generation-divide-macarthur-grants
5
Richard Rapaport, The New Literacy:Scenes from the Digital Divide, http://www.edutopia.
org/digital-generation-divide-literacy
6
Pete McMartin’s recent opinion piece in the Vancouver Sun highlights the Waldorf school
system’s stance on banning high-tech from elementary classrooms, and makes some
interesting observations about high tech vs. no-tech. http://www.vancouversun.com/news/
High+tech+tech+views+school/5663179/story.html
7
Joel Mitch, Debate on modern technology in the classroom needs a reboot,
Vancouver Sun, November 12, 2011, http://www.vancouversun.com/technology/Debat
e+modern+technology+classroom+needs+reboot/5701573/story.html#ixzz1dtiiS5ij
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Recommended Book for Board, Ed
Committee and Staff Discussions
All who used and loved the 1990’s
book, 12 Affirmations, will be
excited to learn that it has been
revised. In Twelve Affirmations 2.0,
Dr. Steve Vryhof, in collaboration
with Elaine Brouwer, Tim Krell, and
others, has produced a clearer,
more up-to-date set of affirmations about Christian education.
The revised twelve affirmations are divided into three
groups – foundational, educational, and communal. As in the
original, there is a short, concise
statement followed by explanatory paragraphs unpacking the statement. Discussion
questions are listed at the end of each affirmation. Vryhof
has formatted the book in such a way that it lends itself to
communal reading.
The author suggests several audiences might benefit from a
thoughtful discussion of the material:
yy read and discuss one affirmation at each staff or board
meeting
yy read and discuss the book at a staff or board retreat
yy read and discuss it at a parents’ book club
yy read and discuss it at a church’s adult education meeting
yy read and discuss it with donors and constituents
yy read and discuss it with 11th and 12th graders
Through his provocative work Vryhof encourages us to
consider:
yy how to better identify and cultivate student gifts
yy how to better increase student motivation and learning
power
yy how each person brings much to the table of community
yy how to move toward student flourishing as a chief
educational outcome
This 76-page booklet will stimulate a new generation of
Christians to think more deeply about Christian education just
as the first 12 Affirmations did for the previous generation.

Example: Affirmation #9
Promoting Christian Community
The Christian school is a community in which covenant,
not contract, is the foundation for relationships. People
are not simply trading money for services, grades for
good behaviour, or a diploma for seat time. Trust, cooperation, and shared seriousness for the task characterize
all interactions. Christian community means not only
worshipping and celebrating but also widening the tent
and welcoming the stranger.

SOPSOC and Trust Accounts:

What’s Happening in Your School?
by John Vegt

The Ministry of Education annually requires from each independent school a Statement of Per Student Operating Costs, more
affectionately known as SOPSOC. This statement purports to
calculate the school operating costs per full time equivalent (FTE)
student for all K-12 students including international students, First
Nations students and 1/16th of each registered home schooled
student. If the school offers Distributed Learning (DL) there is a
separate DL SOPSOC form which adds the FTE DL students.
Excluded from the calculation are any special need expenses.
Any capital and certain other expenses included in the school’s
statement of expenses such as depreciation, interest on long
term debt, property taxes, rental expenses and bad debts may
also be excluded. Replacement of furniture and equipment
must be included even though these may be capitalized on the
balance sheet. Principal payments and interest on debt incurred
for operations must also be included.
The purpose of this report is to compare the school’s operating
cost to the cost per FTE student of the public school district in
which the independent school is located. If the cost is below the
public school cost, then the independent school is eligible for
the full 50% government grant, assuming it meets all the other
conditions for the Group One grant. If the independent school
FTE cost is higher than the FTE cost of the public school district,
then the grant is reduced to 35%. Obviously this remains an
important calculation, and ought to be monitored carefully by
each school board annually.
In many schools, separate trust (bank) accounts are kept for
athletic trips, mission trips, band /choir trips, yearbooks, science
field trips, overseas travel and many other events and projects.
Boards and business managers need to ask, “What is a school’s
responsibility to account and manage these expenses and how
they are funded?”
There are several issues that should be considered:
yy Trust bank accounts and transactions should have oversight
and be accounted for by the business/accounting office and
not exclusively by teaching staff or volunteers
yy Internal controls such as signing authority, ability to issue
tax receipts, expense approvals, bank reconciliations should
be documented for these transactions
yy Extra-curricular expenses paid through the school’s
accounts must be included in SOPSOC. If extra-curricular
expenses are not part of the school’s curriculum then those
may be excluded
yy As many of these funds are material, the source of funds and
the expenditures should be included in the financial statements of the school
yy At minimum, trust account bank balances, revenues and
expenditures should be disclosed in either a note to the
financial statements
The key to reviewing your school’s finances relating to trust
accounts is to ensure the school has ownership, control and
appropriate reporting of transactions, which often do not end

up in the school’s financial statements. Schools have a fiduciary
responsibility regarding these trust accounts, and many times
expenses included in these trust accounts are part of normal
school operating costs that should be included in the SOPSOC
report. For further information regarding SOPSOC calculations
and trust accounts, feel free to contact me through the SCSBC
office.
John Vegt (jvegtscsbc@shaw.ca)
is the SCSBC Director of Finance

Fundraising Ethics
by Gerry Ebbers

Occasionally I am asked by a board or committee member
if the school can reimburse their development staff with a
percentage of the funds that the staff member raises. The
answer to that is straightforward and unequivocal: NO. It is
unethical. Check the website of the Association of Fundraising Professionals (afpnet.org). The reason is that such a
practice puts pressure on the fundraiser to secure their
compensation by getting a donation, perhaps by using
undue pressure or misrepresentation. It also leads to a short
term view of development: getting a gift now rather than
developing a life-long relationship between the donor and
the charity. It is, therefore, counterproductive and not in the
long term interest of the charity.
Development is first and foremost a program for sharing
the vision and mission of the school with people, building a
relationship with them, and then inviting them to support
the school in whatever way they are able. That could be with
their time, or their talent, or their treasure.
For Christians, development work and fundraising has a
much deeper, spiritual dimension because giving is an act
of faith. For the Christian, then, all giving occurs within our
relationship with God. And scripture makes clear that our
giving is blessed only when it comes from a heart that is full
of gratitude for what God has done for us in Christ Jesus.
When a Christian fundraiser meets with a donor to ask for a
gift for the school, then the fundraiser is offering the donor
an opportunity to demonstrate their faith and that decision
is a private conversation between the donor and God. To use
the outcome of that conversation as a basis for compensation for the fundraiser would denigrate giving to the level of
a commercial transaction rather than an act of faith.
Gerry Ebbers (geraldebbers@shaw.ca) is the SCSBC
Consultant for Stewardship and Development
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NEWS AND EVENTS
Volleyball Provincial
Championships

[FEBRUARY]
1: Special Ed / Learning
Assistance Focus Day

Girls A Volleyball
4 Richmond Christian School
5 Houston Christian School
6 White Rock Christian Academy
7 Duncan Christian School
14 Cedars Christian School

[MARCH]
8: Learning Leaders Meeting
- K to 12 (formerly Curriculum
Coordinators Meeting)

9: CPI Non-violent Crisis
Intervention Training
19-23: Spring Break

5 Surrey Christian School
13 Abbotsford Christian School

Boys AA Volleyball
3 Langley Christian Secondary
5 Abbotsford Christian School
12 Pacific Christian

How Does God Want Us to Cultivate the Earth?
Grade 7 students at Abbotsford Christian Middle School were
given an ecology simulation on their expedition to Newcastle
Island in September. Teams of students were assigned to work
as ecologists for the City of Nanaimo, Intrawest, InSight Development or Greenpeace and to explore the possible ecological
impact the companies proposed “development project” would
have on the island. Students had to assess the impact, and
make a recommendation back to their respective companies
in regards to their findings. As fellow students listened, they
were to consider the recommendations from various perspectives – as Nanaimo City Council, land developers, First Nations
residents or as flora and fauna found on the island.

Project-Based Learning
Teams of learning leaders and teachers from
our schools and further afield, sixty people in
all, took the opportunity on January 16-17,
2012, to hear Steven Levy's
presentation about developing
effective learners
through effective,
rigorous and engaging
projects.

SCSBC Teacher Awarded CSI Scholarship
This past fall, Christian Schools International
provided a scholarship opportunity for CSI
science teachers to attend the National
Science Teachers Association National
Conference held in Indianapolis, IN on
March 29-April 1, 2012. One of the ten
recipients of the scholarship is Duncan
Christian School's science teacher, Gail Colk.

Learning Leaders Explore Biblical Discipleship

(optional second week)

[APRIL]
12: SCSBC / CPABC
Elementary Principals and
Vice Principals Round Table
13: Library Specialist Day
24-25: Special Education
Grant Application Working
Sessions
[MAY]
2-4: CPABC Spring
Conference
[JULY]
9-13 : ELDI Pacific at Cedar
Springs Christian Retreat
Centre
[SEPTEMBER]
27-29: Christian Schools
Canada Conference
CH R

ISTIAN SCH
S IN BC

My dad, former principal of BVCS for more than 25 years, used
to talk passionately about Christian education and the soulsearching and sacrificing that went into incorporating a biblical
world view into every subject. Sitting in on this workshop was a
flashback to the discussions with my dad. Once again we wrestle
with holding on to and strengthening this vision at HCS as a
staff, board, education committee and parent community. The discussion is exciting, especially since
as a staff we grapple with this every day. At the meeting, SCSBC directors Bill DeJager and Joanne
DenBoer introduced the concepts of elements of discipleship and biblical through-lines, threads of
biblically-based concepts that should weave through all of our courses and communications both
verbal and written as a way of reflecting our Christianity in every square inch of our lives.

22-24: NAESP Convention
for Elementary Principals in
Seattle WA
26-30: Spring Break

OOL

SCSBC Learning Leaders met together on November 22, 2011,
to explore the theme of educating toward wisdom. Thanks
to Wendall Ewald of Houston Christian School (HCS) for this
reflection:

(Ministry of Education dates)
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Girls AA Volleyball

Boys A Volleyball
2 Bulkley Valley Christian School
4 Cedars Christian School
5 Centennial Christian School
7 Duncan Christian School
8 Richmond Christian School
9 Vernon Christian School
11 Carver Christian High School

UPCOMING
CALENDAR

SCSBC
Society of Christian
Schools in BC
7600 Glover Road,
Langley BC V2Y 1Y1

www.scsbc.ca
604.888.6366

